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In human social interactions, facial emotional expressions are a crucial source of information. Repeatedly presented information typically leads to an adaptation of neural responses. However, processing seems sustained with emotional facial expressions. Therefore, we tested whether sustained processing of emotional expressions, especially threat-related expressions, would attenuate neural adaptation. Neutral and emotional expressions (happy, mixed and fearful) of same and different identity were presented at 3 Hz. We used electroencephalography to record the evoked steady-state visual potentials (ssVEP) and tested to what extent the ssVEP amplitude adapts to the same when compared with different face identities. We found adaptation to the identity of a neutral face. However, for emotional faces, adaptation was reduced, decreasing linearly with negative valence, with the least adaptation to fearful expressions. This short and straightforward method may prove to be a valuable new tool in the study of emotional processing.
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INTRODUCTION

Facial emotional expressions are an important source of information for human social interactions. Their special role seems to be reflected in preferential processing. They are perceived even outside the center of attention (Eastwood et al., 2001), enhance spatial attention (Phelps et al., 2006), have priority over neutral faces when competing for awareness (West et al., 2009) and increase the difficulty to disengage attention (Hodson et al., 2011). Of the various emotional expressions, threat-related faces seem to have an even more privileged role. It has been deemed important for survival to recognize a threat-related face (e.g. a fearful or angry face) among distracting stimuli in order to identify the threat as fast as possible and subsequently initiate an appropriate response (Mogg and Bradley, 1998). This vital role of threat-related faces is reflected in a commonly found attention bias towards threat (Öhman et al., 2001). In addition, threatening faces seem to be processed more extensively. Even 7-month-old infants exhibit prolonged dwelling times (Kotsoni et al., 2001) and delayed disengagement of attention for fearful faces compared with neutral and happy faces or control stimuli (Peltola et al., 2008, 2009). The effect that threat-related stimuli induce difficulties to disengage attention continues to exist in adults (Fox et al., 2002) and is even more enhanced in anxious individuals (Georgiou et al., 2005).

Furthermore, early visual processing seems to be modulated by the significance of threat-related facial expressions (for review, see Vuilleumier and Driver, 2007; Vuilleumier and Pourtois, 2007). A number of studies have shown that threat-related expressions lead to increased activation in the face selective fusiform cortex (Breiter et al., 1996; Morris et al., 1998; Surguladze et al., 2003) and even in early visual areas of the occipital cortex (Pessoa et al., 2002; Vuilleumier et al., 2004). Typically, threat-related faces also enhance activation of the amygdala and there is now some evidence that the observed boosting of activity in distant visual areas is the result of feedback from the amygdala to these areas (Vuilleumier et al., 2004).

One possibility to investigate the effect of emotional expressions on visual face processing is to measure neural adaptation. In adaptation paradigms, a stimulus is presented repeatedly and the neural activity evoked by this stimulus is recorded. With increasing repetitions, a reduction of neural activity can be observed. Grill-Spector and colleagues (2006) hypothesized that this reduction can be attributed to a general reduction of firing rates (neural fatigue), to an increasingly sparser representation of the stimulus in the neural population (sharpening) or to an attenuation of the duration of the firing responses over time (facilitation). The function of neural adaptation might be to reduce metabolic costs for irrelevant, already known information and allocate resources to the processing of novel or more relevant information. A simple method to study neural adaptation was recently described by Rossion and Boremanse (2011). In an electroencephalography (EEG) study, they presented the same face identity or different face identities flickering with a frequency of 3.5 Hz. The amplitude of the thereby induced steady state visual evoked potential (ssVEP) was lowered for the same face identity as compared with different identities: the areas encoding the face identity adapted to the different identities (Rossion and Boremanse, 2011).

To test this hypothesis, we adopted the method introduced by Rossion and Boremanse (2011) and induced ssVEPs by presenting same and different facial identities flickering at a frequency of 3 Hz. We investigated whether adaptation of the ssVEP amplitude to facial identity was attenuated when faces contained happy, mixed or fearful expressions. Adaptation to fearful faces was expected to be lowest.
METHODS

Participants

In this study, we tested 26 healthy participants with a mean age of 23.07 years (s.d. = 1.94). Due to gender differences in lateralization effects of emotional face processing (Rahman and Anchassi, 2011), only males were included in the study. The ethics committee of the University of Amsterdam approved the experimental procedure and written informed consent was obtained from each subject. Data from two participants were not included in the final analysis due to broken electrodes during recording, thus we analysed data from 24 subjects.

Stimuli

Eight Caucasian male faces with the expressions neutral, happy, angry, fearful, sad, disgusted, contemptuous and surprised, respectively, were chosen from the Radboud Faces Database (Langner et al., 2010). Distinct exterior features like hair, ears or skin blemishes were removed from the faces and the stimuli were presented using Presentation® software (Version 14.9, www.neurobs.com). The processed faces were presented on a light gray background on an 18-inch computer screen with a screen resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 60 Hz. To avoid low-level adaptation, the size of the face stimuli (visual angle: 5.7° x 8°) varied randomly with each presentation between 75% and 100% of the initial size. A fixation bar was superimposed between the eyes of the presented faces at the point where face identification is optimal (Hsiao and Cottrell, 2008).

Design

The amount of adaptation served as the dependent variable and was measured as the difference between the amplitude of the ssVEP evoked by one face identity subtracted from the amplitude evoked by different face identities. This difference was calculated for neutral, happy, fearful and mixed (i.e. all) expressions each, so that in total eight blocks of visual stimulation were presented. In four blocks the same face identity was presented with a neutral, happy, fearful or mixed expression, respectively. In the remaining four blocks, different face identities were presented with neutral, happy, fearful or mixed expressions, respectively.

Procedure

After electrode cap placement, participants were seated with a viewing distance of 100 cm in front of the computer screen. Every block started with the presentation of a black fixation bar for 2.5 s followed by visual stimulation of the face stimuli at 3 Hz for 90 s. Picture presentation was sinusoidal, i.e. starting from a grey background the pixels reached full visibility after 166.5 ms and lost visibility for the following 166.5 ms until they vanished completely into a grey background. Then the cycle started anew (Figure 1). Between conditions, there was a break of 90 s. The order of the conditions was randomized for each participant. Face identity and emotional expression were also pseudo-randomized between conditions and within conditions of different identities or mixed emotional expressions, such that a face with same identity and expression was not presented twice in a row. To ensure fixation and attention throughout the presentation period, participants were asked to indicate a brief colour change of the fixation bar by pressing a button with the right index finger. Colour changes took place on average seven times per condition.

EEG recording and analysis

EEG was recorded and sampled at 1024 Hz using the BioSemi Active Two 64-channel active EEG system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Vertical and horizontal eye movements were recorded from electrooculography (EOG) electrodes below and next to the right eye. All analyses were performed in Matlab. Data was re-referenced to both earlobes. EEG data was high-pass filtered offline at 0.5 Hz with a two-way least squares linear finite impulse response (FIR) filter. A Fast Fourier Transformation by means of the fft(Matlab) command (Cookey-Tukey algorithm) was applied to an 85 s epoch starting 5 s after the onset of visual stimulation. We did not apply any windowing before and did not use a normalization of the frequency spectrum. The first 5 s after stimulation onset were not included to assure the ssVEP effect to establish itself. Thus, we have a high frequency resolution with a frequency bin width of 0.012 Hz (1024/85 000 = 0.012 Hz). The statistical analysis was conducted over log-transformed data (base 10) as the power amplitude varied strongly between individuals. Statistical comparisons between different neutral identities and same neutral identity at each individual electrode were performed to detect adaptation to face identity. To correct for the Type-I error induced by multiple comparisons, we only considered differences relevant when they concerned at least three neighbouring electrodes with P-values<0.05. Electrodes showing an adaptation effect to face identity in the neutral condition were then pooled for all conditions and the adaptation effects (different–same identity) on these electrodes for the emotional conditions were calculated.

RESULTS

Behavioural results

The mean detection rate of the red bar was 96% (s.d. = 0.03; range: 87.5–100%) indicating that subjects attended the fixation bar throughout stimulation time.

EEG results

Visual stimulation resulted in a clear peak on 3 Hz as well as on the first (6 Hz) and second (9 Hz) harmonic (Figure 2A). Statistical comparisons (one-sided paired t-tests) revealed a significant adaptation effect of the 3 Hz amplitude in the neutral condition on a cluster of occipital electrodes, namely Oz, Iz, I1 and I2 (Figure 2B), that is, 3 Hz
amplitude on these electrodes was lower when the same neutral face was presented compared with when different neutral faces were presented [all \( t(23) \geq 1.83 \) and \( P \text{-values} < 0.05 \]). On the second harmonic (i.e. 6 Hz) we did not find a significant difference between amplitude evoked by different and same neutral faces on any electrode position [all \( t(23) \leq 1.103 \), \( P \text{-values} > 0.05 \)]. Next, we were interested in the influence of emotional expressions on the adaptation of the 3 Hz ssVEP amplitude. Therefore, we subtracted the mean 3 Hz amplitude for this cluster of occipital electrodes (i.e. Oz, Iz, I1 and I2) for the same face identity from the mean 3 Hz amplitude for different face identities for all four expression conditions, respectively. Figure 2C illustrates the means of all conditions. Based on our hypothesis, we performed a repeated measures ANOVA and tested for a linear effect of emotion on adaptation to face identity. We expected to find the largest adaptation effect for neutral faces and reduced adaptation for emotional expressions, especially the threat-related emotion, fear. We indeed found that adaptation was largest for neutral faces and decreased significantly and linearly for happy, mixed expressions and fearful faces \( [F(1) = 7.963, P < 0.05; \text{Figure 2D}] \). Subsequent \( t \)-tests showed that the adaptation effect was significantly different from zero for the neutral condition \( [t(23) = 2.527, P < 0.05] \), but not for the happy \( [t(23) = 1.925, P > 0.05] \), mixed \( [t(23) = 0.620, P > 0.05] \) or fearful condition \( [t(23) = -0.499, P > 0.05] \). Comparing the conditions with each other revealed that only the adaptation to neutral faces was significantly different from the adaptation to fearful faces \( [t(23) = 2.36, P < 0.05] \).

**DISCUSSION**

The present results demonstrate that emotional facial expressions lead to sustained activity in the visual cortex and reduce neural adaptation to face identity. When presenting neutral faces, we observed adaptation to face identity as shown before (Rossion and Boremanse, 2011; Rossion et al., 2012). This adaptation to neutral faces cannot be explained by low-level adaptation because the low-level features of the stimuli changes constantly. Interestingly, we found a reduction of adaptation to face identity for emotional expressions. Adaptation was modulated by the valence of the facial expression and decreased linearly from neutral to happy, mixed and fearful expressions. Positive emotional expressions were less strong in reducing adaptation to face identity than mixed (positive and negative) and fearful expressions. As hypothesized, the ssVEP amplitude evoked by fearful faces demonstrated the least adaptation to face identity. The threat associated with fearful stimuli seems to prevent a reduction of neural activity over time, even if the face identity remains identical.

Our findings are in line with EEG studies showing that the amplitude over occipital electrodes is sensitive to emotional content. An enhanced ssVEP amplitude was found for emotionally arousing compared to neutral content (Keil et al., 2003) and adaptation of occipital event-related potentials (ERPs) was attenuated in response to emotionally loaded stimuli (Schupp et al., 2006). Furthermore, similar results were obtained in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, namely attenuated adaptation to emotional expressions in visual cortex (Rotshtein et al., 2001; Suzuki et al., 2011; note that the latter
study finds greater attenuation of adaptation for happy compared with angry faces). However, some fMRI studies do not find reduced or attenuated adaptation to emotional expressions. Winston et al. (2004) showed that adaptation to same face identity across different emotional expressions does occur. There are several important differences between both studies, such as number of stimulus repetitions (2 vs 270) and employed measurement (BOLD response vs ssVEP amplitude). Most importantly, Winston et al. (2004) pooled responses over all expressions (i.e., angry, disgusted, fearful, sad and happy) to investigate which brain areas show adaptation to face identity in particular. By pooling over different emotional expressions, possible reductions of adaptation to face identity for fearful expressions might simply be attenuated by the presence of happy, sad and disgusted faces. Another fMRI study (Ishai et al., 2004) also suggests that adaptation to fearful facial expressions occurs. In their study, a target face had to be remembered and detected within a stream of distractor faces. For fearful target faces, BOLD response indeed adapted with repetition. However, when a fearful face was repeated as a distractor face—more similar to our task that did not involve any active identification of face identity—adaptation was attenuated.

The finding that the negative valence of emotional expressions prevents adaptation in visual cortex is hard to explain by bottom-up explanations of adaptation that assume neural fatigue or sharpening of the representation of the repeated feature (Grill-Spector et al., 2006). However, it can be understood in the context of recent studies on adaptation in fMRI paradigms (Ewbank et al., 2011, 2013) suggesting that adaptation can also occur as a consequence of ‘top-down modulation’. These studies were based on predictive coding models hypothesizing that repetition leads to a reduction in prediction error between bottom-up (stimulus driven) and top-down (prediction driven) inputs. When incoming information and the predicted cause do not match, the lower level areas produce a prediction error, which is then re-used by higher level areas to update the perceptual cause. However, when input and prediction do line up, which is the case with repetition, the prediction error diminishes and neural activity adapts. Therefore, less adaptation to face identity for emotional and particularly threat-related expressions could indicate a sustained prediction error in the visual areas. One possible higher level area causing this sustained prediction error signalling by the visual areas might be the amygdala, whose top-down projections were shown to be involved in modulating responses to emotional stimuli in cortical visual areas (Vuilleumier et al., 2004). Alternatively, the amygdala response to emotional stimuli could lead to attentional modulation of the activation in visual areas. However, the current task required the participants to attend and respond to the identity of a bar superimposed on the faces and thus, effectively ignore the faces. Moreover, the modulatory effect of threat-related emotional expressions on activation in the face processing visual areas has shown to be additive to the effects of attention on activity in these areas (Vuilleumier et al., 2001). Still, the exact influence of amygdala activation on adaptation in the visual cortex, the role of multiple levels of visual attention and their contribution to a possibly sustained prediction error in threat-related face processing remain to be clarified in more detail.

In general, it should be noted that the attenuating effect of emotional expressions on adaptation might be limited to adaptation to face identity and not to adaptation to emotional stimuli per se. Furthermore, it is possible that the attenuating effect of emotional expressions on neural adaptation is limited to a short time frame (e.g., 90 s) and that with longer visual stimulation adaptation to threat-related expressions would equalize adaptation to neutral facial expressions. Additionally, a recent study showed that adaptation to neutral face identity does also occur at higher frequency rates (i.e. 4 and 8 Hz; Rossion et al., 2012). In our study, we presented face stimuli study with one frequency rate only (i.e. 3 Hz). Thus, future studies are needed to determine whether the influence of emotional expressions on ssVEP adaptation also holds at lower and higher frequency rates, whether it still holds with longer stimulation duration and whether this finding can be extended to emotional stimuli in general.

Other lines of research suggest that processing of emotional facial expressions is dependent on individual differences in anxiety levels. A recent study by Wieser et al., (2011) has shown that the ssVEP response evoked by emotional expressions is related to social anxiety. They presented their subjects with neutral, happy and angry faces and measured the evoked ssVEPs amplitude. Individuals with high social anxiety showed enhanced ssVEP amplitude on occipital electrodes elicited by threat-related compared with happy or neutral facial expressions. This sensitivity of the ssVEP amplitude to emotional valence of faces could, however, not be found in a control group with low social anxiety. In the present study, we showed that the adaptation of ssVEP amplitude is a measurement showing sensitivity to emotional valence even in a healthy group of participants. It is likely that the amount of adaptation to different emotional expressions is indeed also modulated by individual differences and might serve as an index for anxiety sensitivity. As the above described method has short recording times (90 s per block) and is independent of task-relevant behavioural measures, it might be an objective and reliable diagnostic tool for anxiety vulnerability in experimental and even clinical settings that could overcome the shortcomings of self-report questionnaires. Further research is needed to examine to what extent the amount of ssVEP adaptation to threat-related expressions is based on individual anxiety levels.

Here, we could demonstrate that emotions reduce neural adaptation. Additionally, we could show that neural adaptation is lowest for threat-related stimuli. This short and straightforward task may prove to be a useful new tool in studying visual processing of emotional stimuli.
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